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A corrigendum on

Relationship among number of close friends, subclinical geriatric

depression, and subjective cognitive decline based on regional

homogeneity of functional magnetic resonance imaging data

by Zhang, Z., Li, G., Song, Z., Han, Y., and Tang, X. (2022). Front. Aging Neurosci. 14:978611.

doi: 10.3389/fnagi.2022.978611

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. The funding

details were incorrectly written as “National Natural Science Foundation of China

(U20A20388).” The corrected Funding statement appears below.

Funding

This study was supported by National Key R&D Program of

China (2019YFC0119702).

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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